
Really fantastic day at the Museum especially enjoyed playing on the SNES
Loved seeing al the old consoles i grew up with - Playstation, Gamecube etc. Brings back good memories.
Whole family enjoyed the museum 10 out of 10.
brilliant place. Two four-year olds loved it. Staff really helpful.
I really enjoyed seeing all the computers that I grew up with. Real blast from the past.
Best museum ever!
i really enjoyed it seeing all the old games and electrics. Best museum!
it was great fun and addictive
Awesome, best thing ever
Enjoyed it greatly, great fun to play lots of old retro games and looking at ancient technology
My daughter (17 years old) loves this centre. We travel for 2 weeks around England and she put this centre the No.1 destination during this
summer vacation; I love it too!!
i love the new bit boards I would improve the boards by adding colour to them?
We went to the Sistine Chapel in the Vacation 2 days ago, and it pales in comparison to this place. Love the workshops, activities and games!
Best place ever 110% 11/10 maybe have windows 7 with games that would be cool!! I loved the ps4 virtual reality!!
Great fun, enigma talk very interesting!
Loved it! Will tell everyone in Ireland about it when we get home :)
glad we came! Very interesting, informative and 'hands on' fun!
VR was brilliant and great to revisit old games as well
We had a brilliant afternoon out. This place is so much more than we expected!
Fantastic place, took me back to my childhood. :)
i love it here, there was lots of good games especially happy hoppers because I kept playing it good work! :) *love heart* aged 8.
I love this museum, it makes me fee like i'm in the olden days. I liked the things tat were used in the olden day and the classroom and office.
Ruby - aged 10
If the gentlemen on arrival had explained the 80s classroom was to be in use later this morning we would have looked at this first. instead of
coming out of the main gallery and finding it was inaccessible until 12:30 - my 7 year old was disappointed. otherwise and excellent experience.
Enjoyable visit! I especially liked the tetris and 80s classroom!
Enjoyable and useful class on Raspberry Pi. Thank you!
Fantastic place. I travelled back on time today the sounds and games brought so many fond memories back. still got the duckie egg touch! sam
(aged 42)
Very interesting place! Difficult to find though. but it is worth it. Tecchiolli family from Italy
it was good
Exhibits seem to have been trimmed back a bit, but was none the more enjoyable. Having a bit more merchandise to buy would be a good idea!
Cam uni has lots of old computers - I work there. I suspect a lot gets thrown away which is a shame!
Amazing
Haduken! :)
Highly informative. Love the interactive and informal nature of the museum. Very child friendly.
So many memories in this place! Either my friends or I had so many of the exhibits. If only we had kept them ourselves. Have enjoyed so many
of the memories with my PS4!
We all had a great time oldest 70 yrs -> youngest 5 yrs. Thank you.
Absolutely fantastic place! My husband and our son are like kids in a sweet shop. We'll definitely be back!
Good fun Ping Pong!
Retro gaming night-amazing! Tons of fun, very unique opportunity to play games I've always wanted to play! Thank you *love heart*
came to the museum it's fantastic , my son enjoyed every part of the place's facilities that have great staff who are friendly and brilliant. I even
had to go! :)
Very interesting museum. Absolutely great to be allowed to use/try/play on them all. Great value for money. Thank you!
This is such a cool place! My boyfriend and myself had a wonderful, nostalgic time. so pleased to see how much you're grown. So COMING BACK!!!
:) *nice sonic drawing*
Awesome init! A great collection and a very happy day out for all.
Amazing place! i still can't get anywhere on the text based game!
Excellent and annoying - all excellent for birthday party.
Love the women in computing display
Great place for old school geeks like me :) Wish you have old soviet computers too!
Great place! We do love arcade! From italy
Awesome place! It really took me back to those days when computing was not really that easy when preparing reports for school :) . great talk
about ADA Lovelace and her contributions to computers.
Not sure who loved the Pixel wall more - me or my six year old. (he was very taken with the typewriter and the tweet printer)
Brilliant! Please make the women in computing boards a permanent part of the exhibit! Very interesting
The museum is awesome! We come especially from Israel and it made our trip. We will sure come again. Thank you!
It was a very nice experience, it was interesting and it helped me choose my path in I.T
Very fun experience with it a lot, the world has changed so much from the 19th to 20th century
This place is amazing. So many  memories of my childhood!
Very interesting, especially all the women - but the noise of all the arcade games is rather overwhelming. perhaps you could consider how it
affects people with sensory issues (especially auditory)
thank you for a very lovely funny moments. Awesome!
Brilliant trip, 10 out of 10 :)
Fantastic collection, great fun. I love the temporary exhibition - the balance between historic women and current issues surrounding gender
balance and treatment.
Very interesting, lots of memories. Women section was really well done. The annual ticket is a good experience.
A wonderful museum. fantastic knowledgeable staff and a lovely experience for our sons 10th birthday! Thank you!
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